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algorithm counter

“algorithm counter” is a chance operation machine formulating
various matrices of words and language associations randomly
arranged and contextualized by ascending and descending letters
in flux.

“algorithm counter” is a language calculator, a stream of
consciousness timer, and an interminable messaging
billboard. the projection mapping could be organized in digits—
the modular single-wheeled digits can operate independently or
work as components in groupings.

video link : https://vimeo.com/250318371

concept

https://vimeo.com/250318371












-motion : : forward / reverse / speed

-generate digits

-trigger / pitch / sound / notes

- read acronyms

-language conversion
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Oblique Strategies - Brian Eno

(subtitled Over One Hundred Worthwhile Dilemmas) is a card-based method for

promoting creativity jointly created by Brian Eno and Peter Schmidt, first

published in 1975. Physically, it takes the form of a deck 7-by-9-centimetre (2.8 in

× 3.5 in) printed cards in a black box. Each card offers a challenging constraint

intended to help artists (particularly musicians) break creative blocks by

encouraging lateral thinking.

references

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brian_Eno
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Schmidt_(artist)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Writer's_block
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lateral_thinking
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Chance Operation – Fluxus

An Anthology of Chance Operations (An Anthology) was an artist's 

bookpublication from the early 1960s of experimental neodada art and music 

composition that used John Cage inspired indeterminacy. It was edited by La 

Monte Young and DIY co-published in 1963 by Young and Jackson Mac Low in New 

York City. Its full title is: An Anthology of chance operations concept art anti-art 

indeterminacy improvisation meaningless work natural disasters plans of action 

stories diagrams Music poetry essays dance constructions mathematics 

compositions.
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Information Theory - Claude E. Shannon
A key measure in information theory is "entropy". Entropy quantifies the amount 
of uncertainty involved in the value of a random variable or the outcome of 
a random process. For example, identifying the outcome of a fair coin flip (with 
two equally likely outcomes) provides less information (lower entropy) than 
specifying the outcome from a roll of a die (with six equally likely outcomes). The 
field is at the intersection of mathematics, statistics, computer 
science, physics, neurobiology, information engineering, and electrical 
engineering. The theory has also found applications in other areas, 
including statistical inference, natural language 
processing, cryptography, neurobiology, human vision, the evolution and 
function of molecular codes (bioinformatics), model selection in statistics, thermal 
physics, quantum computing, linguistics, plagiarism detection, pattern 
recognition, and anomaly detection. Important sub-fields of information theory 
include source coding, channel coding, algorithmic complexity theory, algorithmic 
information theory, information-theoretic security, and measures of information.


